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ABSTRACT

Pu,Wang. M.S., Purdue University, May 2015. Non-destructive Testing of Defects in the
Welds with Infrared Camera College of Technology. Major Professor: Qingyou Han.

Non-destructive testing (NDT) is a challenging area of study in testing and quality
control. Different from destructive testing, this new method can reduced scrap costs and
testing procedures while increasing detection speed of a flaw.
Previous NDT has a common disadvantage that this technology is used to detect the flaws
on the surface. And this work also has yielded impressive results, because of the lack of a
reliable and safe heating source. Previous researches require the weld surfaces to be
painted which adds to the unnecessary process. Without using a normal heating source,
such as lasers or flashlamps, ultrasonic waves were considered as an ideal heating source
because they can generate heat inside the study object. The temperature difference caused
by the ultrasound can be used to detect the defects in welds of sun-gears with the use of
an infrared (IR) camera.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

The primary test method for welds is destructive testing. However, this test
method has obvious disadvantages. Firstly, destructive testing is labor intensive, slow,
and expensive. The testing method is also usually less effective for advanced highstrength steels. Secondly, there are no efficient ways to completely inspect any given
weld. Third, there are no reliable technologies with the ability to immediately send
feedback of the test results to the production line. This is because the destructive
evaluation of weld quality is based on statistics and random sampling of a small portion.
The unreliable testing results indicate that there is a necessity for non-destructive
testing (NDT) to be applied to the inspection and detection of weld defects. Nondestructive testing was shown to be successful after multiple experiments. The research
question for this study was aimed at non-destructive testing of defects in welds using
thermography. In the study that followed, test methods, such as thermography, were used
in an attempt to find flaws in a weld; flaws such as: gaps, foreign inclusions, and defects
in welding.
1.1 Scope
When using NDT, there are several obstacles during testing. First, an
understanding of what thermography is and how to apply it during a NDT experiment
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needs to be established. Second, the method to locate the flaws and measure their size is
not determined for NDT. A possible solution for NDT is to use the thermography,
because it illustrates the variations in temperature when an object emits an amount of
radiation, making it possible to determine the edge of the flaws in the metal.
In order to observe the slight temperature variations that occur when the weld is
heated, a sensitive infrared (IR) camera is used in NDT experiments.
The thermography method requires an external heat source applied to a research
object. The heating source chosen in this experiment was an ultrasonic vibration from the
sonotrode. The season why ultrasonic vibration was used as heating source would be
discussed in the following section.
The research object is one type of sun gear. During heating, the IR camera could
capture the temperature jump in the flaws of the welds. This is due to the fiction caused
by the rough edges of the defects can product heat in the welds.
The ultrasonic device plays a very important role when the gears are used. Gears
are axially symmetrical, which allows ultrasound to be well-distributed throughout the
entire component. If defects exist in a weld, the ultrasonic vibration can make the edges
rub to generate heat. When gears are of high quality, the ultrasonic was can just go
through it and generate much heat.
1.2 Significance of This Research
Non-destructive testing has been shown to be successful after multiple
experiments and proved to be safe and reliable. For examples, NDT are used to find flaws
and defects in aircraft, spacecraft, motor vehicles, pipelines, bridges and trains.
According to the reported literature, this new technology has advantages, such as: NDT
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offers accident prevention and reduced costs; product reliability can be improved when
using the NDT method; feedback from the test results may be sent back to the production
line immediately and it can assist the manufacturers in making correct adjustments in
their manufacturing techniques.
Welding defects are one of the most serious problems in welds, because they tend
to grow under stress and eventually lead the failure of the welds (Broberg & Runnermaim
2012). Non-destructive testing (NDT) of flaws in welds using an infrared (IR) camera can
successfully inspect the air-filled pores, foreign inclusion, and cracks in the welds made
with spot welds. The NDT method helps in expanding the service life and reliability of an
engine and it can also decrease the probability of incidents. The testing process is
repeatable with the application of the IR camera, which may benefit the following
analysis. Researchers can easily tell which parts are defective and this helps reduce labor
costs for the plant.
1.3 Research Question
The research question for the study was:
How can an infrared (IR) camera be used to detect and inspect the defects in the
welds of sun-gears?
1.4 Assumption
The following assumption were inherent to the pursuit of this study:
There were some other studies for non-destructive testing of flaws in welds which
used the infrared (IR) camera. Most of the studies focused on the cracks in or on a metal
sheet. Therefore it is necessary to determine if there is a method which will detect and
inspect defects in welds.
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The testing method is important to industry and because it has low labor cost
because companies don’t need to hire extra people just cutting samples. All of the
defective parts can be detected when they are in production line which make this
technology less time consuming. Feedback from the test results can be sent to the quality
engineers immediately, which can improve production speed.
The quality and quantity of the data collected is accurate enough to distinguish the
depth, type, and size of the defects in the welds of the gears.
The instruments used for testing would control variables such as pressure, testing
time, and frequency of ultrasonic.
1.5 Limitations
Due to the conditions and the equipment needed to conduct the research, there are
several limitation as follows:
The study was limited to one type of the gear assemblies and all of the
instruments including the output of ultrasonic device and jig are designed for gears only.
The research could only be used to detect the flaws with a diameter of larger than
1mm because of the sensitivity of the IR camera. This means there might be some small
flaws ignored during the testing.
1.6 Delimitations
All the assumptions and limitations mentioned above can be combined in
delimitations. Some of the main delimitations are as follows:
The delimitations for this study include:
1. The research only focused on detecting and distinguishing flaws in the welds of
a certain type of the gears. Other gears were not examined.
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2. The ultrasound parameters are the same in this research: the output of
ultrasonic generator was 50 percent, and the testing time was 1 second.
3. A comprehensive analysis of standard conditions applied on the other material
was out of the scope of this research.
1.7 Summary
Chapter one has described the main motivation of this study as well as it
presented the scope, significance and research questions, and it also provided a list of
assumptions, limitations and delimitations. The next chapter presents a summary of
relevant literature related welding defects, testing method, thermography, infrared (IR)
camera and heating source.
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CHAPTER 2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Outline
The improvement of product quality is the primary reason for developing robust
test methods and is a driving force for sales. There are several different methods to
improve the quality, such as advanced production lines, well- educated workers, and
high-level management, however, detection and inspection of parts and their defects are
the most significant way to control the quality of the product. The traditional destructive
testing, which is time-consuming and demands high labor costs, is the main test method.
This testing method is acceptable for food; the production industry; as well as the
garment manufacturing industries. However, it is improper to apply this test method to
the heavy industry such as the construction and automobile industries. For example, it is
impossible to detect welds of the parts, especially when this part already becomes a
component of a vehicle or building, and determine whether or not there are existing
defects. In these industries, non-destruction testing must replace destructive testing.
Non-destructive testing (NDT) was initially developed in nineteenth country and
researchers had tried to combine it with electrical and magnetic methods to find welding
defects in products. In early twentieth century, thermography technology, such as infrared
(IR) cameras, offered a great chance for NDT to be better used in the automobile and
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construction industries. A proper heating source is the primary key for the thermography
to provide accurate results
2.2 Welding Defects
Welding cracks, lack of penetration, porosity and slag and weld appearance
defects are some of the main welding defects. These shortcomings reduce the weld crosssectional area and the loading capacity, induce stress concentration and crack initiation
and cause the rupture of brittle fracture of weldment. The welding crack is one of the
most hazardous defects.
According to research performed by Kim, Tsumura, Komazaki, and Nakata
(2006), welding defects can be categorized in three ways: visual defects, blowholes and
slags inclusion and cracks. Visual defects (surface defects) are imperfections that,
without the aid of instruments, appear on the surface of the work piece. Undercuts,
depressions, welding deformations, blowholes and surface cracks are the most common
visual defects. Due to their characteristics, visual defects can be easily inspected just
according to the naked-eyes; so the main purpose of the proposed research is to detect the
latter two types of defects in the welds.
Blowholes refer to gasses in the molten pool of a weld that were unable to escape
before solidification of the weld, causing holes in the weld. The source of the gases may
be from absorption from the outside or by metallurgical reactions during the welding
process.
The main reason for the formation of the blowholes is from the base metal or
filler metal surface having rust, grease, electrode and flux, which do not dry well, as a
result they will decomposed into gases under high temperature, increasing the content of
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gas in metal ( Iwasaki et al., 2005). When the cooling rate is too high, gas does not have
enough time to escape. The blowholes reduce the cross-sectional area of the weld and in
the meantime they also affect the strength of joints. The blowholes can also cause
leakage. Porosity is one of the causes of the stress concentration factors. Another type of
defect found in welds is called slag. Slag is oxidized metal that, usually, collects on the
top surface of the molten metal. Slag inclusions form when the slag is mixed into the
weld during the welding process, and is distributed throughout the weld in the form of
particles, strips, and agglomerates. Rao (2006) pointed out that the harm caused by
granulated slag was similar to that of blowholes in that slag inclusions with sharp tips
would produce stress concentrations and the tip may lead to cracks. The cracks may lead
to potential hazards when later using the welded parts.
Cracks in welds are one of the most hazardous defects, because they tend to grow
under stress and eventually lead the failure of the welds (2012, Brober, & Runnermaim).
Solid weld structures are easily destroyed and new interfaces are generated while
cracking.
There are two ways to classify cracks: by their size and category. Cracks can be
categorized according to their size: macro, micro, and ultra-micro cracks. Macro cracks
are visible to the naked eye, while Micro cracks can be found with the aid microscope.
Ultra micro cracks must be found using a high magnification microscope. There cracks
refers to the intergranular crack and inner crack. Cracks can also be divided into two
additional categories: hot cracks and cold cracks, according to the forming temperature.
Hot cracks appear near the solid temperature of an alloy. These kinds of cracks occur
mainly in the grain boundaries with an oxidation color on the crack fracture. Cold cracks
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occurs at low temperatures. The development of cold cracks can range from several hours
to several days after welding.
The damage caused by cracks, especially cold cracks, can be quite disastrous. The
majority of pressure vessel failures are due to cracks caused by brittle failure and, with
few exceptions, this is due to the improper design or material selection.
Welding cracks, lack of penetration, porosity and slag, these types of weld
appearance defects all influence the quality of a weld. These defects have the potential to
decrease the lifetime of the components and reduce the safety of the products, therefore,
it is very important to develop a method to detect and inspect the defects of the welds.
2.3 Testing Method
Detection technology is the key determinant for the improvement of products.
There are two major detection methods: one is non-destructive testing (NDT) and the
other one is destructive testing. Today, the primary test method for welds is based on
destructive testing, because this method can be easily conducted, and the test results are
clear and easily understood. However, this test method has some serious flaws. First,
destructive testing is labor intensive, slow, and expensive and it is also less effective for
advanced high-strength steels. Second, there are no efficient ways to completely inspect
any given welds. Third, the destructive testing technologies has no ability to immediately
send feedback of the test results to the production line, because the destructive evaluation
of a weld quality is based on statistics and random sampling of a small portion of the
welded auto-bodies. Thus sometime it is essential for NDT to be applied to the inspection
and detection of weld defects.
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Cartz (1995) gave a clear definition of NDT. Cartz pointed out that NDT was a
wide group of analytical techniques used in science and industry to evaluate the
properties of the material, component, or system, without causing damages to the
examined part. NDT technology mainly depends on ultrasonic, magnetic-particle, liquid
penetrant, radiographic, remote visual inspection (RVI), eddy-current testing, and low
coherence interferometry.
Compared to destructive testing, NDT offers accident prevention and reduces
costs. Using NDT, product reliability can be improved. Feedback from the test results
may be sent back to the production line immediately and it can assist the manufacturers
in making correct adjustments in their manufacturing techniques.
Non-destructive testing (NDT) was first proposed by an Englishman, Saxby, who
tried to find cracks in gun barrels by magnetic indications in 1868, so it is not a real new
testing method. Latter, Rontgen, (1895) the discoverer of X-rays. At that time, the
industry did not yet need this invention, but medicine would be able to make great use of
it. X-ray scanning was used to inspect the fracture areas of patients making X-rays the
earliest form of NDT. The earliest real industrial application was a machine known as the
Magnaflux that was invented in 1934, and it is still famous world-wide to this day.
Since the late 1950's, NDT has seen an exponential advancement and it has been
considered as potential technologies to replace traditional destructive methods. The
evolution of NDT is directly related to safety, the development of the new materials, and
the demand for greater product reliability. The changes that have occurred in
construction, aerospace, nuclear applications, manufacturing, and space exploration
would not have been possible without the application of NDT.
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Non-destructive testing can be divided into three classes. The first class includes
the methods for measuring the intrinsic electrical and magnetic properties of materials.
The second method is devised for the assessment or detection of a non-electrical or nonmagnetic property or condition by means of electrical or magnetic effects in the material.
The final method uses electricity or magnetism indirectly in the assessment of a nonelectrical or non-magnetic property of materials (1939, Fleming, & Churcher).
Ultrasonic wave can be used as excitation source during NDT and had already
been discovered by James Precott Joule in 1847. Pierre Curie and his brother Paul
Jacques researched it in greater depth in 1800. In 1929, a Russian named Sokolov
proposed to use ultrasound for testing metal. While at that time, due to the limitation of
experimental equipment and testing knowledge, all of the detection could only be used to
determine the flaws on the surface of the welds. There were no methods to determine the
size, depth, and type of the flaws using ultrasonic. The original inadequacies of NDT
indicates that it is important to find some other technology such as thermography that can
be used to inspect the flaws under the surface.
2.4 Thermography
Most materials can absorb infrared radiation with a variety of wavelengths from
its surroundings, and the infrared radiation can help the material increase in temperature.
The research of Clark, McCann and Forde (2003) supports the idea that all objects with a
temperature greater than the absolute zero degree can emit infrared energy. Glowing
objects usually emit far more infrared energy than visible radiation. (Clark et al., 2003).
Unfortunately, most of the infrared radiation emitting from objects is invisible. Also, the
temperature variable is impossible to be distinguished with the naked eye. If there is a
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kind of technology that can be used to capture the invisible radiation, it can help NDT
become a more reliable process. This technology is thermography.
Thermography, according to the usage of the term, combine thermometer,
thermograph, radiometer and pyrometer. It is based upon the use of a scanning
radiometer; it extends the ranges of non-contact pyrometer to low temperature and
provides graphic pictures of the temperature of the surfaces of the objects studied (1964,
Barnes).
Traditional thermography is not a new technology. The foundation of
thermography, which uses a thermoscope, was first described by Galileo in 1595. Later in
1800's, with the discovery of the spectrum by Herscel, researchers made great progress in
thermography. The first time that a thermogram was displayed, displaying the invisible
wavelengths on paper in the form of a graph, was in 1840. A radiometer was invented by
the chemist Sir William Crookes in1873. During the early year when thermography
appeared, radiometers were just a by-product of some chemical research, and it was used
to as a measuring tool when using thermography. The first appearance of the application
of thermography used as a measuring method was in 1934, when Mr. Hardy described the
emissivity from human skin of infrared wavelengths greater than four millimicrons. The
purpose of thermodynamics is to study and record the heat distribution in structures or
regions according to thermograms.
The research conducted by Titman (2001) supports that thermography is very
rapidly completed with minimal access requirements and therefore it is very costeffective. Because the output of the experiment is visible, it can lead to immediate
feedback to a skilled practitioner. There is another advantage to thermograph; other
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inspection methods may require a detection system need to be shut down due to the
consideration for safety purposes, while this is not necessary for thermography. In fact,
there are enough instances that even under a thermal environment, the production line
does not need to be stopped. The advantages of the thermography can significantly
improve production and decrease costs. So if thermography can be applied on nondestructive testing (NDT) of flaws in welds, it can be a great testing process to use in the
industry.
There are several different types of thermography equipment, such as Infrared
(IR) camera, thermal imaging, and thermal video. To find a more effective technology
needed for this research: NDT on welds of flaws can be considered.
2.5 Infrared (IR) Camera
All bodies above absolute zero temperature emit electromagnetic radiation (1974,
McIntyre). However, the visible light that can be captured by the human eye only
occupies a very narrow spectral band (0.4～0.7цm). In order to capture radiation outside
this narrow bandwidth, the development of a new technology is required. As its name
implies, the IR camera utilizes its capability to specialize images to detect radiation,
which is typically in the range of 3～5 or 8～14цm. When using the IR camera, it can
give a photographic display of the temperature variance of the surface of the research
object with a scanning technique. According to the electromagnetic spectrum, IR cameras
can be used to measure the heat emission in the infrared range. Winsor (1985) pointed out
the achievement of the satisfactory translation of the invisible infrared emission of the
body to a visible representation has resulted in the discipline of medical thermography.
Now this technology is being applied in a larger range of professions, rather than only in
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the medical field. IR cameras have been widely used in architectural, transportation,
metallurgy as well as other industries.
As pointed out by Winsor (1985), he supported that Astheimer and Wormer
invented the first IR camera in 1958, and it was subsequently named Barnes
thermography. The construction of the first IR camera was not too complicated; it
contained a scanning mirror, sensitive thermistor heat detector, and rotating chopper. The
energy vibrations were displayed on photographic film as a series of varying gray
densities. The Albert Einstein Medical Center tried to invent a diagnostic tool using the
IR technology. Dr. Gershon- Cohen was the leader of the indentation group. His studies
explored the potential of using an IR camera in the medical field.
Compared to other detection and inspection equipment, IR cameras have quite a
few advantages.
2.6 Heating Source
According to research conducted by Winsor (1985), he was able to conclude the
following: Heat is a common form of energy that is defined as anything capable of
producing changes in matter. Heat is energy of molecular motion that permeates all
animate and inanimate objects with a temperature above absolute zero (-273 degrees C).
There are two categories of heating sources, which are classified according to an
object’s heating principle, in thermography testing. One is passive heating source, in
which the features of objects naturally have a higher or lower temperature than their
surroundings such as the skin and organs of people. The other category of a heating
source used in thermography is called active heating source. The active source requires
an external energy source to produce an external thermal contrast between the study
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objects and their background, for example, an air layer in a weld. Most research objects
in industry require an active heating source.
To distinguish the temperature difference, an external energy source needs to be
applied in the experiments. There are several kinds of heating sources, such as a laser, a
flash lamp, ultrasound and others. As figured out in the previous research (Runnemalm et
al., 2014), lasers and flash lamps are not the proper type of heating source to be uses in
the setup for this experiment and they have obvious weaknesses. First of all, both laser
and flash lamps are very expensive. Second lasers can bring several safety concerns to
the operator untrained. Additionally lasers and flash lamps may skew the data by
introducing some other factor, such as afterglow, into the experimental data. Afterglow
would have an influence on the experiments. These factors lead to the conclusion that
ultrasound is the ideal heating source for the proposed research.
Research using non-destructive testing of polymer materials using lock-in
thermography with water-coupled ultrasonic excitation had already been completed by
Rantala and Busse in 1998. From this study, some polymer boards were used as samples
and all of the defects on the boards were inspected unmistakably. However, there were
still some problems. First, an infrared camera could hardly capture the heat signal from
the intact parts, which was due to the poor heat conduction there. If there were some
defects in the intact parts, they would not be reflected in the thermal images. The defects
in the intact parts might be ignored or missed completely in the course of the detection
process. Second, the generation of the heating energy caused by the ultrasound only
affected the defected regions on the surface. According to the previous results from
Verkhoglyad, Kuropyatnik, Bazovkin, & Kuryshev (2008), the ultrasonic waves
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propagated only to the surface of the test object, causing the defects in the depth of the
surface to not be heated and therefore not captured with the IR camera.
Thus, there are some weaknesses when using ultrasound for experimentation in
thermography in the previous experiments. The result still shows that ultrasound can be
used as an indirect heating source and produce temperature signals for an IR camera.
However, the test object cannot be complex, and the accurate data collected can only be
from the surface or a little below the surface, rather than in depth of the study object.
2.7 Summary
There are several different kinds of approaches toward the research question,
which is non-destructive testing (NDT) of flaws in welds using thermography proposed
in recent years. There are still a lot of remaining problems. For examples, most of the
results can only detect the defects on the surface of the welds of the boards. Therefore,
other than transporting and grasping previous research, there are a lot of potential
questions to answer in the research questions.
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CHAPTER 3.

FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this research was to demonstrate the detection of welding defects
within sun-gears using a non-destructive testing method. To complete this task
successfully, it was necessary to implement thermography technology-based flaw
detection methods. The results are compared with different platforms and the collected
data was then summarized.
3.1 Research Approach and Hypotheses
The basic idea of this research was to determine the size and depth of the defects
according to the application of NDT based on thermography technology. The author
needed to determine the general formula, using NDT, which would aid in the detection
the defects under the weld surface of the study objects. Current detection methods have
shortcomings in distinguishing defects under a weld surface. This limits current detection
methods to mainly focusing on surface cracks. Also, current methods are hampered by
the difficulty in finding reliable and safe heating sources which are needed for the
recognition of sub-surface imperfections. However, defects beneath the surface have the
potential to affect the quality of weld more than surface imperfections because they tend
to grow under stress, eventually leading the failure, without noticing. This leads to the
hypotheses formed by the present research statements:
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•

If the current heating source, such as a flash lamp or laser, cannot offer reliable
and safe heat energy, then an indirect heating source would be an option.

•

Welding defects should be able to be inspected in the proper angle because of
the heating generated by the friction between the edge of the defects and the
soldering tin.
These hypotheses are discussed in the following sections.
3.1.1 Determination of Heating Source
One of the critical factors in completing the experiment successfully, was to

choose an appropriate heating or cooling source. These needed to be temperaturecontrolled and affordable.
The most convenient and efficient heating or cooling method are hot water or an
ice water mixture. Compared to other choices, hot or ice water’s original temperature can
be easily measure with thermometers. Hot water or ice water mixtures are easily
obtainable from the tap, so there are no additional costs for the heating or cooling source
itself which allows for funds to be spent on any extra experiment equipment necessary.
One of the greatest limitations to using water is the object being tested cannot be made of
iron. This is because ferrous materials will begin to oxidize when they come in contact
with water. Unfortunately, the research objects, sun-gears, are made of iron which means
that even if they stand well to rust, they will become rusty after being submersed into
water several hundred times. What is worse, another process, which is to dry the sungears, needs to be added to the production line if hot water or ice water mixture is applied
as a heating or cooling source. This leads to the conclusion that another heating or
cooling resource should be considered.
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The available cooling source - ice water mixture cannot be used in the
experiment, and other rest cooling sources are not very convenient to use. This
necessitates the need for a heating source to take place of cooling source. There are
plenty of heat sources in the laboratory that can be selected, such as heat guns, hair driers,
flashlamps and lasers. All of them can generate different amount of heat flux on the
surface of the research objects and FE simulation can help research analyze if the heat
flux generated by the aforementioned sources can transfer the heat from the surface to
defect areas.
Before the finite element (FE) simulation can be discussed, the construction of the
sun-gear should be introduced to readers. Figure 3.1 shows the vertical section of the sungear.

Figure 3.1 Structure of the sun-gear
The research object, sun-gears, has axial symmetry and can be divided into two
pieces; the inner and outer gears, as shown in figure 1. The welding defects, which are to
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be detect with an infrared (IR) camera, exists between the inner gear and outer gear. The
location of the welding defects are shown in figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 Location of the welding defects of the sun-gears
Because sun-gears are axially symmetrical, they can be simplified to what is
shown in figure 3.3. In this figure, H, L and T are defined as: H - the height of the crack,
T - the temperature distribution, L - determined by the design of the component part. The
equation can be defined as H=f (T).

Figure 3.3 Simplification of sun-gears and the location of the uniform heat flux
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A heat flux was applied to the top and bottom of the test object during the finite
element (FE) simulation to check the temperature change in the welding defects.
Comparing the different results of FE simulation, the best testing position can be decided.
There are various sizes of welding defects which can be found on the test object.
The defective parts were designed with a known hole size and depth so researchers could
investigate the effects caused by these differences. At the same time, temperature
distribution of the components was also reflected on the images. All FE simulations were
performed on the ABAQUS. Figure 3.4 shows the geometry of the different welding
defects used in the FE simulation.

(a)
(c)

(b)
(d)

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.4 Geometry of the FE simulation with different height of the hole:
(a) 0.2mm; (b) 0.4mm and (c) 0.6mm.
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The materials that was selected for the FE simulation was AISI 1045 carbon steel.
Its mechanical and thermal properties are shown in Table A.1.
A flux which was applied to the top surface of the research object at 2000
mJ/mm/s during the FE simulation. The entire heating process lasted for 10 seconds.
Figure 3.5 shows the FE simulation results with different geometry and under the same
boundary condition. According to the figure 3.4, the sizes of defects were set at 0.2mm,
0.4mm and 0.6mm in the pictures (a), (b) and (c) of the in the figure 2.5.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.5 Simulation results for the temperature distribution
of the FE models on the top surface
The heat flux applied to the bottom of the research object was also 2000 mJ/mm/s
during this FE simulation. The entire heating process last 10 seconds and care was taken
to ensure all of the other variables were the same as the simulation performed on the top
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side of the test object. Figure 3.6 shows the FE simulation results with different geometry
under the same boundary condition. According to figure 3.4, the sizes of defects were set
as 0.2mm, 0.4mm and 0.6mm in pictures (a), (b) and (c) respectively, as shown in figure
3.6.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.6 Simulation results for the temperature distribution
of the FE models on the bottom surface
All of the current heating sources such as heat guns, hair drier, flash lamp and
laser were rejected according to the FE simulation. Because after analyzing figure 3.5 and
figure 3.6, it was noted that there was not enough temperature variance around the defect
areas and the temperature distribution was not great enough for the infrared (IR) camera
to detect. At same time the heating energy was generated on the surface of the sun-gears
meaning that the hottest area was always on the surface, making it the brightest part. The
existent welding defects on the research objects, however, were under the soldering tin.
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Explained another way even if welding voids existed below the surface of the part, they
could not observed through IR camera. To remove all of the interference factors, a proper
heating surface should first be determined. Due to the exclusive method and the structure
of the sun-gears, the only possible position to apply heat is on the inside of the research
objects. The FE simulation of heating generation inside of sun-gears can be found in
figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7 Generate Heat at the Internal Interfaces
Shown in the figure 3.7, there are the very distinct temperature changes indicating
that when the heat is generated from within the research object, the defect area within the
weld accumulates a large amount of heat and become the brightest region. The
temperature of the rest of the part remained almost constant. If the results of FE
simulation could be detected with the IR camera, the defects could be easily observed.
The next question to solve is if there is any heating source which can generate
enough heat within the defect area without obvious temperature variance within the entire
part. The answer is yes. Ultrasonic wave can satisfy all these requirements. If a welding
defect existed, the coarse edges of the research objects will heat up due to vibration.
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When the sun-gears are acceptable, it means there are no cracks between the inner gear
and the outer gear. The ultrasonic wave can uninterruptedly transmit though the entire
part without causing any extra friction between the inner gear and the outer gear.
However, if a defect is found the IR camera is sensitive enough to catch the temperature
difference among acceptable and unacceptable areas.
In conclusion, the ultrasonic wave can work as the best heating source for this
type of research.
3.1.2 Determination of view angle
According to the research parameters, no paint could be used on the sun-gears
because paint would absorb the interferential light; not allowing for a clear observation of
the test. This non-destructive testing method, the use of interferential light, needs to be
applied in the industry area directly. Very few companies are willing to spend the extra
money and time needed to remove the paint from a test object. A wise decision about
how the test object is observed, called observation angle, should be made.
The best observation points are from top or front views. Both methods have their
own advantages. The top view may give the research a wider angle to record the thermo
images because almost the entire welding area is present in the images. However, the
reflection ray from the surroundings can affect the results. If the thermography of the
study object is taken from the front view, there may be less reflection ray from conditions
because the top surface of the sun-gears act big shelters that block most interferential
light. However these side view images also have distinct disadvantages, namely they can
only be used to detect half of the welding area. Before the final decision can be made, a
random sun-gear was picked to test in order to determine the best viewing angle.
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Figure 3.8 shows the front view of the research object. The welding area cannot
be distinguished clearly from this figure. There are only three slight light spots on the
welding conjunction between inner gear and outer gear and those possibly come from the
reflecting heat of the bottom of the gear. There are not enough evidences to prove the
existence of the welding defects just according to those three slight light spots. This
shows that the front view is not a good choice to use thermal imaging from which to
gather data.

Figure 3.8 Thermo image of the front view of the sun-gear
The ring, clearly shown in figure 3.9, represents the temperature difference within
the welding parts on the sun gear. Interference sources are easily controlled when
viewing the test object from the top by shutting out any external light sources. As
compared to the front view, the top view of the sun-gear may offer better thermal images.
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Figure 3.9 Thermo image of the top view of the sun-gear
3.2 Data Collection
There are three variables to this type of testing: an applied pressure, testing time,
and the output of the ultrasonic device, that need to be considered in the experiment.
These three variables greatly influence the test results. The author will use the following
sections to talk about the standardization of each variable.
3.2.1 Standardized Pressure
Controlling variables within the experiment is essential for accurate research data.
One variable that has to be controlled is the amount of pressure added to the surface of
the research objects. Applying the proper amount of stress to the gear can help uniformly
distribute the ultrasonic waves throughout the part and detect welding defects if they
exist. However, if the pressure added to the gears is excessive, it may damage the surface
of the gears, causing inaccuracies in the data collected during testing. Additionally, when
the sun-gear is operating, over pressurization may cause the junction between the inner
gear and outer gear to loosen, resulting in a higher risk of failure. Sparks, which can form
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when the surface of the sun gear over contacts the head of ultrasonic wave producer, are
another reason why too much force should not be put on the research objects. Enough
sparks and heat can lead to fires during testing.
Oversize stress is also not good for running tests, if the stress applied to the test
object is too small, it may also result in the following problems. First of all, the existence
of the poor contact between the head of the ultrasonic wave producer and the test object
can limit the consistency of the ultrasonic wave distribution throughout the sun-gear.
Secondly, insufficient pressure can lead to additional shaking and vibration which will
cause the surface of the research object to break. Additionally, based on the previous
experiments, researchers found that undersize pressure can cause extra noise with very a
high frequency, which is not acceptable during the production process.
To determine the proper amount of pressure needed, a jig, which was not only
used to fix the research objects but also standardize the pressure, is necessary.
Figure. 3.10 in page 30 shows the longitudinal section of the research object. The
entire structure of the sun-gear can be clearly distinguished though this picture. The red
arrow points out the conjunction area between the inner and outer gear. This conjunction
is the weld area to be tested. The top plane of the sun gear, which is gear ring, has a wide
and flat surface which makes it an ideal place to apply the ultrasonic wave testing.
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Figure 3.10 The longitudinal section of the sun-gear
3.2.1.2 Basic Concept about Jig
Figure 3.11 and figure 3.12 show the front view and top view of the jig name of
each part identified. The following section will discuss how the different parts work in
fixing the sun gear and standardize the applied pressure.

Figure 3.11 The front view of the jig
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Figure 3.12 The top view of the jig
Readers can point out the contact area between head of the ultrasonic wave
producer and the research object according to figure 3.13. The head of the ultrasonic
wave producer might limit the possible view angles for the thermal camera, so the head
was designed as a circle with a diameter of 12mm. In order to get top and front views of
the sun gear with fewer stumbling blocks, the head of the sonotrode used was the smallest
obtainable in the lab.

•

Figure 3.13 The contact area between the head of the sonotrode and the sun-gear
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The two lever arms on the each side of the sun-gear are used to fix the research
object in place and they can be loosen and tight though screws which are on pivots. There
is another fixture, called a center hub, which has the same inside radius as the sun-gear.

Figure 3.14 Adjustment of the press
There are four springs on the four different direction of the ultrasonic stack to
adjust the pressure applied on the gear, as showed in figure 3.14. The pressure from the
weight of the ultrasonic stack on the surface of the sun gear can be increased when the
adjustable springs are extended. When the springs are contracted, the effects of the
weight of the stack is reduced. Two rectangular tubes, mounted on the top of the jig, are
used to lift the ultrasonic stack up in order to change to a new test object. The pressure
can be changed according to the amount of the loading on the springs, which is set by
three nuts under each spring.
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In conclusion, this jig can not only hold the research object, but also standardize
the amount of pressure applied to the surface of the research object. According to the
experiment, the proper force needed is around 50 to 60 psi. However, this jig is only a
fixture used for the purposes of the experiments in the lab. When fixtures will be used in
the production line, they can have completely different designs and they would be
designed for automated control.
3.2.2 Determination of the Output of the Ultrasonic Device
Another variable that can affect the experiment is the output of the ultrasonic
device. Too large of an output can harm the interior structure of the sun-gear and it can
also leave the scratch on the surface of the research object. However, if the output from
the sonotrode is too small, the friction caused by ultrasonic vibration cannot produce
enough heat to be detected. In order to get the proper ultrasonic vibration, it is first
necessary is to find a reasonable output for the sonotrode. The researcher performed the
following tests to achieve that goal.
To simplify the experiment process, a random sample, sample B, was selected and
different ultrasonic vibrations were applied to it. Sample B has 90 percent welding
penetration and there is a bright ring which indicates the welding defect area appearing in
the thermal image. Three different ultrasonic wave outputs were tested on sample B.
They were 40 percent, 50 percent and 60 percent. The testing time was one second. The
thermography can be found in figure 3.15 in the page 34.
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Figure 3.15 Thermography of sample B under different ultrasonic vibration
In the figure 3.15 (a), (b) and (c) show the thermography of sample B under 40
percent, 50 percent and 60 percent output of ultrasonic device, respectively. Compeering
(a) and (c) to (b) in figure 3.15 shows an entire ring which is the welding area. So 50
percent output might be an ideal speed at which to set the ultrasonic vibration. To verify
the assumption, further tests were conducted.
Another two samples were selected, samples C and sample F. Both of them were
tested under the same conditions as sample B with 50 percent output set for the
sonotrode. Their thermographs are showed in the figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16 Thermography of Sample B and C on 50 percent Output of Sonotrode
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The figure 3.16 (a) reflects the temperature changes of the sample C under the 50
percent output of the sonotrode and the figure 3.16 (b) shows the image of sample F
under the same conditions. Figure 3.16 helps to determine that 50 percent output from the
sonotrode was the best to use and was also used during later research.
3.2.3 Testing Time
The amount of time the ultrasonic wave needs to be applied to the research
objects is a very important variable that must be taken consideration and standardized. If
the testing time is not long enough, even if the welding defects exist, the friction between
the edges of the welding defects cannot generate enough heat, making temperature
variance impossible to detect by the infrared (IR) camera. On the other hand, too much
time testing may also cause some other problems. When the ultrasonic device is applied
to the sun gear for more than two seconds, the entire surface of the research object may
be heated up and it is really difficult to tell if the welding voids exist. Figure 3.17 shows
what the sun gear looks like when the testing time is too long. The surface of the sun
gear overheated so the temperature variance between welding defects and the surface can
hardly be distinguished.

Figure 3.17 The sun-gear is overheat
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3.3.3 Determination of the proper testing time
To determine the proper testing time, the researcher chose four different time
periods, 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6 seconds and applied ultrasonic wave testing on the six separate
sun gear samples. The proper testing time can be decided by comparing the thermal
images of the different time periods. Table 3.1 show the defect levels of the sun gear
samples with ultrasonic waves applied at a random point.
Table 3.1 Defect level of the sun-gear samples
Sun-gear Sample Label
A
B
C
D
E
F

Defect Level
No defect
90 percent penetration
80 percent penetration
70 percent penetration
100 percent penetration, 20 degree unwelded angle
80 percent penetration, 20 degree unwelded angle

Sun gear A has no defects, so no matter how long ultrasonic waves have been
applied, there should be obvious no temperature difference between welding area and the
surface of the samples. Sun gears B, C, and D have defect levels which are 90 percent, 80
percent and 70 percent penetration respectively. The temperature difference should
increase with the defect level changed. Sun gears E and F are special cases within the
sample group. They have 20 degree unwelded angles, so the unwelded angles should also
be detectable though IR camera during some certain testing time.
Figure 3.18 having had ultrasonic waves applied for: 0, 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, and
1.6seconds
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)
Figure 3.18 Thermography of the sun-gear sample A with different testing time:
(a) 0 s; (b) 0.4s; (c) 0.8s; (d) 1.2s; (e) 1.6s
Comparing figure. 3.18 above shows there are no temperature variances within
the welding areas. This also verifies that the sample is free of defects. Figure 3.19 is the
thermography of sample B with ultrasonic waves applied for 0, 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, and 1.6
seconds. Sample B is welded with 90 percent penetration which is acceptable.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)
Figure 3.19 Thermography of the sun-gear sample B with different testing time:
(a) 0 s; (b) 0.4s; (c) 0.8s; (d) 1.2s; (e) 1.6s
Shown in figure 3.19 above there are temperature variances in the welding areas
that can be distinguished by the IR camera. But when the testing time is 0.4 second, the
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temperature difference is very slight and is hardly visible. This indicated that the proper
testing time should be longer than 0.4 second.
Figure 3.20 shows the thermography of the sample C under ultrasonic testing
for 0, 0.4, 0.8, 1.2 and 1.6 seconds. Sample C is welded with 80 percent penetration and it
is considered a defective product. Sample C needs to be detected and filter out while it is
on the production line.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
Fig 3.20 Thermography of the sun-gear sample C with different testing time: (a) 0 s; (b)
0.4s; (c) 0.8s; (d) 1.2s; (e) 1.6s
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(e)
Fig 3.20 Thermography of the sun-gear sample C with different testing time: (a) 0 s; (b)
0.4s; (c) 0.8s; (d) 1.2s; (e) 1.6s
Compared with sample B, the thermography of sample C has a brighter and wider
heated area. That is because the welding defect of sample C is more serious than that
of sample B.
Figure 3.21 shows the thermography of the sample D under ultrasonic testing
for: 0, 0.4, 0.8, 1.2 and 1.6 seconds. Sample D is welded with 70 percent weld penetration
and it is also considered a defective part.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 3.21 Thermography of the sun-gear sample D with different testing time: (a) 0 s;
(b) 0.4s; (c) 0.8s; (d) 1.2s; (e) 1.6s
The researchers could find obvious temperature differences in the welding areas
of the sample D, however, comparing figure 3.21 (d) and figure 3.21 (e), there were
almost no differences. This phenomenon indicated that the welding area could be
completely heated up in 1.2 seconds, so the proper testing time should be about 1.2
seconds.
The thermography of the sample E is shown in the figure 3.22. Sample E has 100
percent weld penetration with a 20 degree unwelded angle. According to the previous
images, there should be a bright spot in the unwelded location, and there might not be a
ring around the entire welded area.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 3.22 Thermography of the sun-gear sample E with different testing time:
(a) 0 s; (b) 0.4s; (c) 0.8s; (d) 1.2s; (e) 1.6s
The thermal image of the sample E is very similar to that of sample A and there is
no obvious temperature increase with the time change. The reader can notice that the 20
degree unwelded angle appears as a light spot on the left of the sun gear in figure 3.22.
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The thermography of sample F is shown in the figure 3.23. Sample F has an 80
percent welding penetration with a 20 degree unwelded angle. Based on the images of
former samples, there should be a bright spot in the unwelded location, and bright ring
should also emerge in the figure 3.20 which indicates the welding defects.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 3.23 Thermography of the sun-gear sample F with different testing time:
(a) 0 s; (b) 0.4s; (c) 0.8s; (d) 1.2s; (e) 1.6s
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The 20 degree unwelded angle, which is the bright spot on the right side of the
thermography, can easily be detected when the testing time is between 0.8 and 1.2
seconds. The welding defect also shows up at the same time period.
In conclusion, when the testing time is between 0.8 and 1.2 second, the
temperature distribution in the welding defects and unwelded angle can be detected with
the IR camera. In order to make testing easier for the following experiment and
calculation, the testing time is decided as one second.
3.3 Instrumentation
The data was collected through a series of experiments in an identical setup using
different platforms. Therefore, precise measuring tools were necessary to perform these
experiments, such as burette, which was used to feed lubricant to the surface of the sun
gear.
3.3.1 The Use of the Lubricant
Lubrication played an important role in the experiment and it had several different
purposes. First of all, the ultrasonic waves can transmit through the test object better if
the contact area is lubricated. This is because the lubricant fills the interspace between the
head of the ultrasonic device and the surface of the sun gear creating a larger contact
area. Secondly, the existence of the lubricant can help protect the surface of the study
object by decreasing scratching caused by vibration. Thirdly, the surface temperate of the
sun gear can also be cooled down by to the lubricant making it easier for researchers to
detect the temperature distribution within the welding area. What is more, lubricant can
prevent sparks, which are produced when the head of the ultrasonic wave producer and
the surface of the test object rub together, from causing a fire.
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According to the previous discussion, determining which type of lubricant to use
is also necessary. Lubricants can range from gel or glue to water. The first candidate
selected, gel, is useful because it sticks to the surface of the test object. However, sticky
lubricants, such as gel or glue, need to be clear up after the experiment, which requires
additional process when the non-destructive testing technology is applied in industry.
This lead to the decision that water would be selected as the method of lubrication.
Since water flows pretty easily in and around the test object fairly easily, it needs
to be added to the surface of the sun-gear continuously and gradually. The amount and
speed of the flow is controlled by a burette. The first drop is added before the experiment
begins and there are only two additional drops of water allowed to flow down to the
surface of the research objects during the entire three second process.
3.4 Data Samples
The high temperature rings, which represent welding parts in each image, are the
most closely watched factors. Every gear is observed using the top views from four
different angles, because this observation method alleviates any blind angles. In each
angle, the gear would be heated and 20 images would be taken. High temperature welds
can be detected according to the comparison of the pictures.
3.5 Data Analysis
Once data has been sampled through multiple experiments, some basic statistical
tool can be used for analysis. Temperature shown in each pixel can be exported to
matrices. Excel and MATLAB can be used to pick up the mutation points, which
represent the edges of the defects in the welds. The sizes of the defects is calculated
according to the distance among pixel points. The relationship between the temperature
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variance and depth of the defects can be shown in a diagram after the gears are cut and
the problems are exposed.
3.6 Standard of Success
The purpose of the research is to use an IR camera to detect defects in welds and
improve the quality of gears. If the temperature difference between the air-layer, which is
caused by defects in the metal, can be clearly disguised according to the images; it means
there is a very high possibility that the research was successful. The digitization of the
mutation points in the videos should create a regular pattern between temperature
variance and the size and depth of the defects. The study is successful if all of the factors
can be satisfied.
3.7 Summary
This chapter describes the framework and methodology in this study. The
framework and methodology provides a general description of what data needs to be
sampled, how to obtain it, and how it is analyzed. It also shares the standards with which
to judge the success of the research.
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CHAPTER 4.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Analysis the Thermo Images of the Six Samples
Each sample was labeled one through four, at four different locations, to ensure
the entire welding part can be observed though the infrared (IR) camera. There was 90
degree angles between each mark. During the experiment the research objects were
tested, then rotated clockwise and tested again at the new location on the object. This
process was completed until each location that was marked, was tested. In order to
facilitate future research, the temperature difference (TD) was calculated in this section
𝑇 −𝑇

with the formula TD =𝑡2−𝑡1. In this formula, T1, T2, t1 and t2 signify the following: T1- the
2

1

initial temperature which is the environment temperature, T2 - the temperature when the
testing time is one second and, t1 - the initial time which is zero. The formula can be
further simplified to TD= (T1-T2). The thermo graphics and the TD of the six sample are
showed in the following figures.
4.1.1 Thermo Graphics and the Temperature Difference of Six Samples
Figure 4.1 on the next page shows the thermography of the sample A with the
proper testing ultrasonic output. Figure .1 (1), (2), (3), (4) indicate that the images was
taken at four different locations.
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Figure 4.1 Thermo graphics sample A at different location
Table 4.1 aims at telling readers the temperature difference of four locations of
sample A.
Table 4.1 Temperature difference of sample A
Testing Time

Temperature difference

(s)

(°F)

1

1

0.5

2

1

0.5

3

1

0.6

4

1

0.6

Location
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There were some unexpected temperature bursts which are bright spots in figure
4.1 (1), (2), (3), (4), and they will be discussed in the Future Work section.
Figure 4. 2 shows the thermo grapy of the sample B when the testing time is one
second and the ultrasonic output is 50 percent. Figure 4.2 (1), (2), (3), (4) represented the
images of four different locations.

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)
Figure 4.2 Thermo graphics and the temperature of sample B
There is no distinct ring in the figure 4.2 (1), (2) and the temperature difference
can hardly be calculated at the location 1 and 2, so the table cells are left blank in those
two locations. The readers can determine the temperature difference of the sample B in
location 3 and 4.
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Location

Table 4.2 Temperature difference of sample B
Testing Time
Temperature difference
(s)

(°F)

1

1

-

2

1

-

3

1

0.9

4

1

0.8

The temperature difference in the location 3 and 4 of the sample B increased a
little as compared to that in the same location of sample A. Sample A is qualified which
means it is 100 percent welding penetration while sample B has 90 percent welding
penetration. An assumption may be formed; the temperature difference relates to quality
of the samples. When the temperature variance is higher, the welding defect might be
serious.
The figure 4.3 shows the thermography of the sample C with one second testing
time and 50 percent ultrasonic output. Figure 4.3 (1), (2), (3), (4) represented the images
of four different locations. Sample C, which has 90 percent welding penetrated, has more
critical welding problems than sample B. If the previous assumption is reasonable, then
the temperature difference of sample C should be more distinct than that of sample B.

(4)
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(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)
Figure 4.3 Thermo graphics and the temperature of sample C
According to the figure 4.3 (1), (2), (3), (4), there are obvious heating ring in the
welding are at locations one, two, three and four and the temperature difference was
calculated and shown in the table 4.3.

Location

Table 4.3 Temperature difference of sample C
Testing Time
Temperature difference
(s)

(°F)

1

1

0.9

2

1

0.8

3

1

2.2

4

1

2

(3)

(4)
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The temperature difference is 2.2 and 2 in the location 3 and 4 of the sample C
respectively. This temperature difference is larger than 0.9 and 0.8 in the same location of
the sample B, so the former assumption was verified, in this case, at the location 3 and 4
of the samples. The temperature difference may increase with the decrease of the weld
penetration. In order to obtain further evidences, the experiments continue.
Sample D has 70 percent welding penetration and its thermography is shown in
figure 4.4. According to the assumption, there should be a bright ring in the welding area
and the temperature difference should be larger than that of the samples A, B and C.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Figure 4.4 Thermo graphics and the temperature of sample D
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When observing figure 4.4 (1), (2), (3), (4), a bright ring exists in the welding area
when 50 percent ultrasonic output is applied to the gear. The temperature difference for
sample D appears in the table 4.
Table 4.4 Temperature difference of sample D
Testing Time

Temperature difference

(s)

(°F)

1

1

1.8

2

1

2.5

3

1

2.6

4

1

4.3

Location

The assumption can be proven when table 4.4 is compared with table 4.3. The
temperature different of the sample D is obviously larger than that of the sample C. This
shows that the temperature difference can reflect how serious the welding defect is, the
welding penetration increases when the temperature decreases. All of the previous
experiments performed were based on the fact that the sample only has weakness in the
welding penetration. The assumption needs to be verified again if a welding angle exists.
Figure 4.5 shows the thermo graph of sample E with the testing time fixed at one
second and with 50 percent ultrasonic output. Similar to the previous images, figure 4.5
(1), (2), (3), (4) represented the images of four different locations. Sample E has 100
percent welding penetrated with a 20 degree unwelded angle.
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(1)

(2)
Unwelded Region

(3)

(4)

Figure 4.5 Thermo graphics and the temperature of sample E
The unwelded angle is clearly reflected and there is no distinct bright ring in the
thermography. However similar to the sample A, there are also some unexpected
temperature burst which appear in figure 4.5 (1), (4) which will be discussed later in the
section Future Work.
Table 4.5 shows the temperature difference in the location 1, 2 and 3 of sample E.
Location (4) is close to the head of the ultrasonic device, the friction may also contribute
to the temperature change, so the temperature difference of that table cell was left blank.
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Location

Table 4.5 Temperature difference of sample E
Testing Time
Temperature difference
(s)

(°F)

1

1

1.1

2

1

0.4

3

1

0.8

4

1

-

To verify the accuracy of the assumption when there is an unwelded angle,
thermal images of sample F, which has 80 percent welding penetration and 20 degree
unwelded angle, have been taken with IR camera and are shown in the figure 4.6. If the
assumption is correct; firstly, the images should show the unwelded angle, and secondly,
the temperature difference should also increase compared to that in sample E.
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(1)

(2)
Unwelded Region

(3)

(4)

Figure 4.6 Thermo graphics and the temperature of sample F
The red arrows specify the unwelded angle in figure 4.6. The temperature
difference is showed in table 4.6. Location 4 is close to the head of the ultrasonic device
and the hot spot may have been caused by friction, so that table cell is left blank.

Location

Table 4.6 Temperature difference of sample F
Testing Time
Temperature difference
(s)

(°F)

1

1

1.4

2

1

0.8

3

1

0.7

4

1

-
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The assumption was proven by the comparison of table 4.6 and table 4.5. Even
when a 20 degree unwelded angle exists, the welding defects can affect the temperature
in the welding parts. The temperature difference increases when the welding penetration
decreases.
4.2 Verify the Assumption by Cutting Samples
For the average temperature difference, another 20 experiments were completed
on each sample and the average temperature difference for each is shown in table 4.7.
The welding defects can be exposed once the samples are cut making it is easier to build
the relationship between average temperature difference and the defect level of the
samples. The comparison of welding defects and its thermography is shown in figure 4.7.
Table 4.7 Average temperature difference of six samples
Average Temperature difference

Sample

Defect level

A

No defect

0.5

B

90 percent penetration

0.9

C

80 percent penetration

2.0

D

70 percent penetration

2.5

E

F

100 percent penetration, 20
degree unwelded angle
80 percent penetration, 20
degree unwelded angle

(°F)

0.4

0.8
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Figure 4.7 The comparison of welding defects and its thermography exposed
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Figure 4.7 The comparison of welding defects and its thermography exposed
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Figure 4.7, 𝑎1 , 𝑏1 , 𝑐1 , 𝑑1, 𝑒1and 𝑓1 represent the thermographs of samples A, B,
C, D, E and F; 𝑎2 , 𝑏2 , 𝑐2 , 𝑑2, 𝑒2and 𝑓2 show the defect levels of the corresponding
samples.
4.3 Summary
Chapter four focuses on analyzing the relationship between the defect level and
the temperature difference, at the same time it also shares the transverse section of the
welding parts. Based on all of the verifications, the assumption that defects level can be
reflected by the temperature difference has been proven.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 Discussion
This non-destructive testing research is based on the six sample sun gears. All of
the fixture equipment, proper testing time, and fixed ultrasonic wave output were mainly
designed for this certain type of sun gear. All of the experiment results is repeatable in
the lab.
5.1.1 Discussion of the Unexpected High Temperature Burst
During the experiments, the research found there existed some unexpected high
temperature burst on the thermography of sample A which are shown in the figure 5.1.

(1)

(2)

Unexpected Temperature burst
Figure 5.1 Thermography image of sample A with unexpected high temperature burst.
Considering sample A was a qualified product and it is 100 percent penetrated,
the existence of unexpected high temperature bursts can cause a lot of confusion. Sample
E, which has welding penetration with a 20 degree unwelded angle, also has the same
problem. Figure 5.2 shows the unexpected high temperature burst of sample E.
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(1)

(2)
Unexpected Temperature burst

Figure 5.2 Thermography image of sample E with unexpected high temperature burst
These unexpected high temperature burst can affect the research results especially
when there is unwelded angle in the welding area. The researcher can hardly tell if the
bright spot is unwelded angle or it is just some unexpected burst. As a qualified product,
those unwelded angle are not acceptable. There are several explanations for those
unknown bright spot; they may be caused by the burr and flashing on the coarse surface,
or some unwelcomed light reflection, or they may also just appear in those two samples.
To understand the origin of those bright spot, more experiment need to be performed with
difference group samples.
5.1.2 Discussion of Average Temperature Difference
The assumption that is when the temperature difference increase so will the level
of welding defects, even if a 20 degree unwelded angle exists. However, the temperature
difference is calculated using the average value of 20 readings. When this non-destructive
testing method is applied in the industry area, it is impossible to test one product 20 times
and determine if it is qualified or not. So some other method such as heating rate may be
needed to replace temperature difference as the condition of judgment. Heating rate
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means when ultrasonic vibration is applied to the sun gear, in the thermal image, the
temperature rise of certain pixel area on gear surface per second. Compare to temperature
difference, heating rate is more reliable because it represents the average temperature
variance of certain pixel area.
5.2 Conclusions
The research conducted for this study revealed that non-destructive testing could
be used in detecting defects in welding areas of a certain type of the sun gear.
The defect level can be reflected by the temperature difference. The more serious
the defects is, the lager the temperature difference. This assumption was proven even
when a welding angle existed.
5.3 Future Work
Because of the limitation of the research time, there additional aspects which were
not explored and are worthy of doing in the future.
Current experiments are only based on six samples and the temperature difference
was used as the judgment conditions. During the following analysis, the heating rate will
be considered to replace the temperature. In order to quantify the range of the heating rate
for research objects with various defect level, more samples need to be tested. Once
enough data is obtained, it is necessary to develop algorithms to decide the characteristic
dimensions of the hot rings, which are the welding area, in the thermography. This
algorithms will be used to correlate varied defect levels and screen out the unqualified
products.
There is only one certain type of sun gear used with non-destructive testing and
infrared (IR) camera in the research experiment. This technology will also be applied on
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some other sun gears, which are showed in the figure 5.2, in the future.

Figure 5.2 Future research objects
Due to the difference of the structure, all of the variables include testing time,
pressure, and ultrasonic vibration need to be considered for the future research objects. As
same as the current research objects, the algorithms, which can be applied to reflect the
defect level of this type of sun gear, are the necessary for the success of future work.
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Table A.1 Mechanical and thermal properties of AISI-1045 steel (Unite SI (mm))
Young's Moudle
Possion ratio
Thermal Conductive

Heat Capacity

Emissivity
Density

206754
0.3
Temperature
100
199
299
399
499
599
699
799
999
1199
1350
1485
Temperature
100
199
249
299
349
399
499
599
699
749
799
899
1350
1485
0.7
7.85

Value
50.708
48.112
45.689
41.718
38.279
33.943
30.13
24.747
32.896
29.756
29
29
Value
3.80981
4.03972
4.1382
3.1254
4.46668
4.59805
5.0907
5.55051
6.04315
12.4147
4.89364
4.30246
4.3
4.3
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